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Introduction
The way in which IT teams responded to the challenges ushered in by the
pandemic, as well as the threat of global security breaches, deserves
recognition. Teams expertly pivoted, executed what was necessary, and proved
change can happen at a rapid pace. While hybrid work and increased security
measures introduced new challenges, the industry remains focused
on reducing costs and finding ways to diversify data center workloads.
To gain insights into how teams are meeting these challenges, Service Express
surveyed over 700 IT professionals nationwide about the state of IT data
center infrastructure priorities, workload deployment, challenges and decision
drivers. We compiled these responses and data to provide helpful, relevant
and actionable insights for IT teams as they balance the demands of tomorrow
with the needs of today.
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KEY FINDINGS
1.

Strengthening security
is a top priority.
Security is a top priority, challenge, and driver across the IT industry.
Fending off ransomware attacks is top of mind, and remote work presents
potential security risks as employees access internal networks outside of
the office.

2.

Price is the top driver.
Finding ways to reduce IT costs is a consistent driver for teams.
Whether it’s the cost of infrastructure, maintenance or workload
deployment, price has been—and remains—a priority for organizations
regardless of company revenue.

3.

On-prem data centers
are here to stay.
While migration to the public or private cloud is hailed as a necessity for IT
teams, data shows the on-premises data center is still essential. On-prem
data centers help drive down costs and are easier to secure—addressing IT
professionals’ top two priorities.
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Top Priorities
Security, improving internal processes and reducing IT costs
emerge as top priorities year after year. To address both cost
and security, employees across your organization should

be trained as the first line of defense against cyberattacks.
Focusing on human defenses can free up resources and budget
for improving processes.

Participants identified their top three priorities
for the next 12 months.
Strengthening
Security

49%

Improving Internal
Processes

37%

Developing IT Team
Member Capabilities

32%

Reducing
IT Costs

32%

Upgrading Network
Infrastructure

Top Priority
FOR ALL
REVENUE
SEGMENTS

24%

Implementing Emerging
Technologies

21%

Upgrading Server
Infrastructure

20%

Optimizing Hybrid Cloud
Infrastructure

17%

Strengthening Data Center
Privacy & Compliance

17%

Implementation
of Hybrid Cloud

Strengthening
Security

15%

Upgrading Storage
Infrastructure

14%

Reducing
Technical Debt

13%

Implementation of
Edge Computing

4%
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FROM THE CIO
As a result of the pandemic, businesses transformed to support data center environments.
Companies built remote work infrastructure and engaged customers on digital platforms.
Teams were forced to pivot or risk failure. Now is the time for IT professionals to refine
processes and look for efficiencies because this technical landscape is here to stay.
TODD PIPER
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Top Challenges
Just as security is a top priority, it’s also the top challenge. Teams
are grappling with effective ways to support security both onprem and within cloud services. To improve security and guard
against ransomware attacks, IT teams must stay on top of software
patches and updates, train employees to spot suspicious activity
and use multi-factor authentication for cloud-based workloads.

It’s important to note that talent and workforce rose into the top
three challenges. Teams invested in new applications, systems
and processes in the last 18 months and need the skills to support
them. Employee satisfaction is key as competition for workers
is fierce. Continue investing in individuals, provide training,
strengthen organizational culture and find creative ways to
retain talent.

Participants ranked the top three challenges
they expect to face over the next 12 months.
Top Challenge
FOR ALL
REVENUE
SEGMENTS

60%

Security

44%

Talent & Workforce
Budget Reductions
or Freezes

41%

New Technology
Adoption

Security

37%

Data Privacy
& Compliance

34%
26%

Asset Management
Implementation of
Hybrid Cloud

21%

Optimizing OpEx
vs. CapEx

15%

Vendor Relationship
Management

14%

Implementation of
Edge Computing

7%
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Cost-Saving Measures
Technology is improving and making it easier and more cost-effective to consolidate
within your on-prem data center through virtualization. A smaller hardware footprint with
increased computing power allows organizations to segment services, which can lead to
lower support costs.
Companies that choose to consolidate from multiple data centers into one can also
significantly lower costs. When relocating, it’s essential to account for both uptime and
downtime requirements to ensure there’s no lapse in security or productivity.
Be mindful of network bandwidth when consolidating your data centers. You may have
to increase bandwidth availability if more employees are accessing the internet from
one location.
Moving from on-prem to the cloud quickly provides scalability options for key applications
and business activities. However, there are hidden costs if organizations don’t monitor
and manage cloud services carefully. You pay for cloud services whether you are using
them or not. If services aren’t needed, turn them off.
Extending the useful life of your equipment past the typical three-year warranty period is
a reliable way to reduce costs. Post-warranty maintenance can successfully keep assets
online between seven and 10 years.

Participants ranked the top three cost-saving
measures they will initiate in the next 12 months.
Data Center
Consolidation

57%

Moving from
On-Prem to Cloud

50%

Leveraging a Longer
Useful Equipment Life

49%

Workload
Consolidation

48%
39%

Vendor Management

23%

Staff Augmentation
Moving from Cloud
to On-Prem

8%
0
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Workload Deployment
On-prem data centers continue to house the majority of workload needs across revenue
groups. Colocation offers the opportunity for flexibility and cost-savings.
Despite a push across the industry to migrate to public and private cloud environments,
data show this change is happening quite slowly. This shift reflects the desire to
consolidate as well as reduce power consumption and carbon emissions.

What percentage of your current environment
is in the following?

On-Prem Data
Colocation

16%

54%

Current
Environment

15%

Hosted
Private Cloud

15%
Public Cloud

FROM THE CTO
Many organizations say they want to move to the public cloud, but it’s more difficult in
practice. Due to legacy applications, price and timing, a shift may not be possible or
optimal. Industry leaders like Gartner reinforce the benefits of the cloud, but for many
businesses, significant limitations outweigh the benefits.
JAKE BLOUGH
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Off-Premises Drivers
Disaster recovery continues to be a top off-prem driver. The cloudbased model allows organizations to pay when disaster strikes
versus running the meter 24 hours a day. IT teams see this as a less
expensive solution for disaster recovery. Cloud services can be
strategically layered on top of on-prem environments to support
burst capacity requirements.

Security concerns is a thread that weaves through the IT landscape.
The pandemic forced teams into remote environments at lightning
speed. As teams step back and assess remote networks, holes
in security are emerging. To help fill those holes, companies are
leveraging the SOC 2 compliance and security expertise found in a
colocation provider.

What are the top three drivers impacting your company’s
decision to move workloads off-prem over the next 12 months?

Disaster Recovery /
Business Continuity

70%

Disaster
Recovery /
Business
Continuity

48%

Lower Capital Costs

43%

Improved Security

36%

Rapid Capacity Expansion

70%

30%

Limited Staffing Capabilities
Application

29%

Consolidation

29%
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FROM THE CTO
Data stored in a public or private cloud setup impacts your level of security. Private
cloud companies are typically more engaged in providing security. IT teams who use
hyperscale public cloud environments must provide their own security. Some of the
largest data leaks in recent history happened within public cloud settings.
JAKE BLOUGH
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TOP
OFF-PREMISES
DRIVER

70

The Cloud
Microsoft Azure has become synonymous with cloud computing
because many organizations are already using it for email and
Office 365. Microsoft makes it easy for teams to migrate other
services to its cloud platforms.

Be aware that your organization’s information is not necessarily
more secure in the cloud. Security across cloud providers may not
be on par with your on-prem security, and increasing your level of
security in the cloud could be cost prohibitive.

During seasonal demand times, teams can scale cloud services to
accommodate extra computing requirements without purchasing
additional equipment.

What percentage of your current cloud is
allocated to the following providers?
Microsoft Azure

Top Cloud
Computing
FOR ALL
REVENUE
SEGMENTS

24%
46%
Microsoft
Azure

Amazon Web
Services

Current Cloud
Allocation
21%

Regional or Local
Cloud Provider

9%
Google Cloud
Platform
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Infrastructure Decision Drivers
Continuing the trend toward prioritizing price, IT teams are looking for alternatives to the traditional
OEM hardware model. Support costs can be reduced by half or more using third-party maintenance
(TPM)—without jeopardizing service. TPM providers have access to parts and engineers to facilitate
quick response times, resulting in positive customer experiences.

Participants ranked the top three drivers that influence
their organization’s server, storage, or networking
maintenance support.
61%

Price

51%

Response Time to Issue

45%

Customer Experience

32%

System Monitoring & Alerting

21%

Managed Services
Ease of Placing a Service Call

18%

Flexible Service Agreement

17%

DCIM – Data Center
Infrastructure Management

15%
13%

ITSM – IT Service Management
Data Center Asset
Management

11%

Multi-vendor Support

11%
3%

Multi-function Portal
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FROM THE CIO
Companies are working to create a healthy balance between OpEx overhead and CapEx costs for new
hardware. One of the keys to creating budget for CapEx is to decrease OpEx. Companies can then shift
those funds to increasing security, large expenditures or other critical initiatives.

TODD PIPER
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Maintenance Challenges
The IT infrastructure environment has faced significant challenges due to the pandemic. The OEM supply
chain was interrupted and IT teams struggled to find resources. Many organizations held off on purchasing
or upgrading equipment due to reduced profits and sales.
As a result, teams felt the impact of slow response times and listed it as one of the top three challenges
this year. Adding alternatives to the traditional OEM model, such as a TPM provider, can lead to lower costs,
faster response times and fewer administrative complications.

Participants identified the top three challenges they face
when working with their current maintenance provider(s).

56%

High Cost of Service
Administrative Difficulties

42%

Too much red tape, coterminous
contracts, complex terms & conditions

42%

Slow Response to Service Needs
Lack of Skill / Knowledge
of Service Engineer

37%

Inconsistent System
Monitoring Quality

26%

Parts Delays

21%

Pressure to Buy New Hardware

21%

Difficulties Placing Service
Calls / Tickets

19%
18%

No Other Issues Currently

12%

Limited Portal Functionality
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FROM THE CIO
Consolidation isn’t just reserved for infrastructure. IT teams can consolidate maintenance too. The traditional
process of submitting tickets, waiting for a follow-up and tracking closed tickets takes time and costs money.
By seamlessly integrating monitoring solutions into infrastructure, issues can be solved with business-tobusiness automation. The monitoring solution tracks issues as they arise and notifies maintenance providers.
This consolidates the process from multiple toolsets to one.

TODD PIPER
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Infrastructure Upgrade or Refresh
OEMs have historically been the go-to resource for equipment
upgrades across all revenue groups, but many IT teams are
unaware that there is a large and vibrant market for refurbished
equipment that provides the same or equivalent hardware at a
lower price.

Refurbished equipment must pass all OEM diagnostics. OEMs may
sell refurbished hardware on the secondary market and it can also
be sourced from decommissioned equipment.

Participants indicated what percentage of their data center
equipment they purchase from the following.
OEM for New Hardware

VAR for New Hardware

39%

44%

4%
6%

VAR for Refurbished
Hardware
I Don’t Know
TPM for Refurbished
Hardware

FROM THE CTO
OEM equipment comes with the thrill of being shiny and new, and manufacturers are
persistent in encouraging upgrades. However, refurbished hardware is as reliable as
new and could cut capital expenses in half.
JAKE BLOUGH
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OEM for New
Hardware

44%

Data Center
Equipment
Purchased

7%

TOP DATA
CENTER
EQUIPMENT
VENDOR

Infrastructure Hardware
SERVERS

STORAGE

NETWORK

Dell EMC’s VxRail and HPE’s Synergy
product lines combine virtualization,
storage, networking and software into
one heterogeneous environment. While
they are more expensive than other basic
server and storage products on the market,
the ease of use is very attractive to
frontline administrators.

Dell EMC is the consistent market leader
and the largest player in this space. It
also has the most product offerings. Dell
cemented its leading role in storage by
acquiring EMC in 2015.

Cisco is the largest player in the
networking space, but IT professionals are
frequently dissatisfied. Cisco is behind in
adapting to software defined networking,
and other players offer equipment with
more functionality and features.

Which servers does your company currently use?
Dell EMC

HPE

31%

20%

4%

Cisco

IBM

20%

10%

Oracle

5% 5% 4%4%
1%

Lenovo

Supermicro

Other

Fujitsu

Which storage equipment does your company currently use?
Dell EMC

HPE

Other

34%

15%

14%

NetApp

13%

IBM

Pure Storage

10%

9%

Hitachi

4%
2%

Supermicro

Which network devices does your company currently use?
Cisco

Other

Dell EMC Juniper HPE

Brocade

45%

12%

11%

7% 3%
2%

10%

9%
IBM

Arista
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Impact of COVID-19
Hybrid work options are the new reality for IT. Teams have proven they are productive working remotely,
and businesses realize offering a flexible work environment is a positive long-term strategy.
To recruit and retain hybrid or remote talent, organizations must provide avenues for teams to communicate
and build culture. Without watercooler moments in the office, team lunches and employee events,
IT leaders have to work harder to make employees feel valued and appreciated.
From a security standpoint, working from home presents additional challenges too. There’s a larger
attack surface to manage and understand, and it might require more software and secure technologies.

Where is the majority of your IT team working currently?
Full-time Remotely

40%

Full-time in the Office

32%

Flex Schedule

15%

(choosing to work in the office
or remotely as needed)

Set Work Schedule

13%

(both in office and remotely)
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Where do you anticipate the majority of your IT team
working in 12 months?
21%

Full-time Remotely

42%

Full-time in the Office
Flex Schedule

18%

(choosing to work in the office
or remotely as needed)

19%

Set Work Schedule
(both in office and remotely)
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FROM THE CIO
Small to medium-sized organizations are now competing nationally with large corporations for
talent and developers. IT professionals are receiving high-paying offers to work remotely with
large companies, which makes embracing the hybrid or even fully remote environment so critical.
TODD PIPER
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TODD’S INSIGHTS
Security is top priority and greatest challenge.
Security continues to be a top priority, plus an even greater challenge due to the
pandemic. This past year, as teams pivoted to remote work, accelerated digital
transformation and integrated supply chains, their cybersecurity attack surface grew
exponentially, putting even more pressure on IT teams. Implementing multi-factor
authentication is now a must-have for all organizations. Businesses should also think
about leveraging a cybersecurity mesh philosophy. This concept is a distributed
architectural method to achieve scalable, flexible and reliable security control.
Cybersecurity mesh allows for the security perimeter to be defined around the identity
of a person or thing.

COVID-19 impact on talent and workforce.
Remote work is changing the game for IT teams. Gartner finds 64% of employees are
now able to work from home and at least 30-40% will continue to do so post-COVID.
Companies that resist remote or hybrid work risk losing talent and will struggle to
attract talent. Additionally, the pandemic adds a great deal of outside pressure to
people and organizations. Team members are worried about kids, childcare, isolation,
health and other challenges. Create a people-first culture by scheduling one-on-one
time with individuals and virtual group events like coffee hour Zoom rooms. Leaders
should make time for team collaboration and ensure employees feel heard, understood
and supported.

The on-premises data center.
The on-prem data center is not going away. While organizations leverage the cloud
where it makes sense for scalability and application usability, security, price and
compliance are strong drivers for maintaining an on-prem presence. Hybrid computing
strategies facilitate a mix of on-prem and cloud-based technologies for a best-in-class
approach. For teams interested in moving to cloud-based workloads, consider using
SaaS, DRaaS and team collaboration platforms. For those currently dabbling in the
cloud, evaluate current workloads and cost/benefit ratios. This can help determine
where you should implement workloads in the future.

CONNECT WITH TODD ON LINKEDIN
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tpiper/
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Survey Background
704 participants participated in the Data Center & Infrastructure Survey
conducted by Service Express from April – July 2021.

Participants by Industry

18%

Educational Services

16%

Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific &
Technical Services

13%
10%

Healthcare & Social Assistance

7%

Finance & Insurance

6%

Information
Public Administration

4%

Retail Trade

4%

Wholesale Trade

4%

Transportation & Warehousing

4%

Administrative & Support /
Waste Management &
Remediation Services

3%

0
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Participants by Responsibility
VP or Director: Infrastructure,
Technology, or Systems
C-level: CIO, CISO, CTO

11%

31%

11%

Other

44%
Percentage
of
Participants
22%

25%

Server, Storage, Network,
or Data Center Manager

System Administrator

Participants by Revenue
$250K to $50M

$51M to $500M

74
32%

33%

Percentage of
Participants
11%
24%

$501M to $1B
$1B +
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About Service Express
As a leading global data center solutions provider, Service Express
specializes in maintenance for server, storage and network equipment to
help IT teams control costs and optimize infrastructure strategy. Support
is simplified using ExpressConnect® for monitoring, integrations and more.
Founded in 1993, Service Express maintains data center equipment for
healthcare, manufacturing, education, finance, government, technology
and other Fortune 500 companies worldwide.
In addition to post-warranty hardware and software maintenance, Service
Express offers managed services, hardware system and sales solutions,
IT asset disposition and data center relocations. For more information,
visit serviceexpress.com.

See how we can help
844-734-6833
connect@serviceexpress.com
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